Facts on Standard Pay Scale : E2 - JTOs/ JAOs & E3 for SDE/AOs
BSNL executive’s lost three chances for getting E2 / E3 scale ;
Identify the real Culprits :
The pay scale of JTO In JTO RR 1990 was 1640-60-2600( CDA Pay scale ) .In
1997JTO pay scale increased to 6500-200-10500( CDA )&In the JTORR 1999,
JTO RR 2001 the pay scale was 6500-200-10500 ( CDA pay scale )
Missed Chance -1 : DoT to BSNL Absorption
In the year from 2000 – 2004, when post absorption formalities were under
way, the legacy associations of BSNL and MTNL bargained under the
platform of ENC ( Executive Negotiating Council ) .
And Finally MTNL got E2 pay scale ( 10750-300-16750 ) corresponding to CDA
scale 6500-200-10500 ; But BSNL received only E1A ( 9850 -250-14600) .
Please see the web updates and absorption conditions agreed on 2003 and ENC
negotiation process.
This was the first chance we missed the E2 pay scale. BSNL legacy associations,
compromised the pay scale in lieu for government pension for their rest of
service in BSNL.
ENC initially demanded

On 2nd sept 2003 the IDA pay scale was finalised for BSNLas below

Web updates of ENC negotiations:

This was the commencement pay scale issues in BSNL .And We the BSNL
recruits are the victims of their short sightedness and we are facing all the pay
anomalies and pay losses.
We have no issue in giving pension to DoT absorbed employees , as it was their
right . But the proclaimed SENA agreed to reduce BSNL payscales which
affected directly our salary and super annuation benfits and made a huge
financial loss to all BSNL recruits.
Missed Chance -2 :Second PRC implementation time

Later in 2007 ,the 2nd PRC directed that standard pay scales should be adopted by all the
PSUs. But in BSNL they have not finalized the pay scale of JTO/JAO and SDE/AO and kept
provisional. Please remember that BSNL was earning 10000+ Crores profit and
huge reserve fund was there. So the scale implementation was much easier

I n 2 nd PRC, BSNL was Classified as A+ category ,So got 30 Percent fiment and 78.2 % DA
Merger ,But Legacy Assosiations accepted Category D payscales , as to lower the pension
Contribution towards DoT and to ensure the pension protection of 100%(which was
40:60/DoT:BSNL at the time of absorption.)
It may also be noted that , the 6th CPC recommendation on 01.01.2006 upgraded the
payscale of DoT JTO from 6500- 250-10500 ( CDA) to 7450-11500 (CDA ) which is
equivalent to IDA scale of E3(13000-350-18250).
This is the second time we lost the pay scale to E2 for JTO/JAOs

3. Missed Chance -3 :official reduction of E1 scaleThrough JTO RR-2014
The payscale E1A was officially degraded to E1 which in turn affected the E2
prospects and ex recognised corners congratulated the same in the pretext of
regularisation. Please check their website. This draconian measure of
degradation affected entire LICE & DR JTOs/ JAOs from 2016 onwards. It
is a matter of fact that new JTOs in MTNL are placed in E2 scale and
The JTOs in DOT are placed in 44900-142000 (after 7th CPC) and the
BSNL JTOs still struggling with E1 pay scale(16400-40500).
This was the 3rd chance we lost to get the pay scale.
Through clause 10 of JTO RR 2014 they agreed to reduce the payscale of
existing JTOs as well as future recruitments. By sensing the situation,only
AIGETOA protested before the management against this

AIGETOA Protected the pay status against retrospective implementation of
RR 2014 and subsequently impleaded for incorporating E2 scale in JTO RR.
With AIGETOAs untiring organisational & legal efforts ,BSNL managemnt already
made submissions to DoT for E2/ E3 scales. But the ex recognised corners are
much worried about other things as the hapless BSNL recruitees are the only
affected parties.

Now we are having one more chance for getting E2 scale, ie the merger of
MTNL as subsidiary of BSNL. This merger with HR restrcutruing, we get a good
chance to bargain back the E2 / E3.

Should we loose that 4thchance by allowing the
proclaimed SENA leaders again to represent us at
Corporate office/DoT level?

